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Performance Analysis of Unslotted
Fiber-Optic Code-Division Multiple-Access
(CDMA) Packet Networks
Cherng-Shung Hsu, Member, IEEE, and Victor O. K. Li, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—This paper examines code-division multiple-access
(CDMA) techniques used in unslotted fiber-optic packet net-
works. Since the inherent properties and signal processing of
the conventional communication channels are different from
those of the fiber-optic channels, new code sequences must be
constructed for fiber-optic applications. In unslotted systems,
the exact solution is very difficult to obtain. Therefore, two
approximation methods are presented to analyze the performance
of such systems. Simulation is performed to verify the accuracy
of the results.
I. INTRODUCTION
MOST of the present research on CDMA networks hasbeen restricted to slotted systems. It is easy to analyze
slotted systems because the number of other interferers during
a slot remains unchanged. An unslotted system is more robust
than a slotted system since no coordination among the users is
required. However, the performance analysis is much harder
because the interference level varies during the reception of a
packet. In fact, it varies a bit as shown in Fig. 1. The exact
solution is very difficult to obtain. These difficulties stem from
two causes. First, as mentioned above, the interference level
is different at each bit. We must enumerate all possible states
(i.e., the number of interferers in each chip). As the number
of interferers and the number of bits of a packet increase,
the number of states grows to an intractable value. Second,
since the code sequence (i.e., signature) pattern repeats itself
in every bit, the bits of a packet are strongly correlated. Even
if we can enumerate all possible states, we still cannot get
around this dependence problem.
To overcome the above difficulties, we present two ap-
proximation methods to evaluate the system performance.
These two approximations reduce the original problem which
requires finding the correlated bit-error probabilities to the
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final problem which only requires computing the bit-error
probability for a single bit.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present some assumptions. In Section III, the performance
analysis of a distributed unslotted hybrid frequency-hop/time-
hop/on–off keying (FH/TH/OOK) fiber-optic CDMA packet
network is presented. We consider the throughput of the
network for different packet lengths and number of frequency
slots. We assume that a transmitter can always find an idle
receiver waiting to receive this packet (i.e., nonpaired off) [1].
In this situation, the number of successful transmissions in
the network can be greater than one in a packet duration.
In Section IV, some numerical results and a summary are
presented. We conclude in Section V.
II. SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS
The goal of our research is to analyze the performance
of CDMA packet networks using code sequences with given
orthogonality properties. There are several code sequences
designed for use in fiber-optic CDMA [2]–[6]. We only
consider code sequences. The orthogonality properties
of these code sequences allow us to extract useful information
which is relevant to our analysis.
The format of transmitted signals in typical fiber-optic
CDMA communication networks is on–off keying (OOK) [5],
[6]. In the OOK format, a “1” bit is transmitted as a pulse sig-
nature pattern and a “0” bit is transmitted as an empty bit (i.e.,
no pulse signature pattern is transmitted). Each bit of a packet
is encoded by a specific signature pattern (we call it the time-
hopped (TH) pattern in the rest of the paper) which is only one
bit long. Therefore, the interference due to other simultaneous
transmissions is highly correlated in time-hop/on–off keying
(TH/OOK) fiber-optic CDMA communication networks. This
means that the probabilities of bit errors in a packet are also
highly correlated.
We consider a fully connected distributed topology, in which
a transmission by any node is heard by all nodes in the
network. In the following analysis, we make the following
assumptions.
1) Infinite population assumption. The number of users is
sufficiently large such that, with finite total offered traffic, a
user is idle with probability close to one. The offered traffic
is a Poisson distribution with mean (packets/packet
duration).
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Fig. 1. Interferers overlap with the tagged packet.
Fig. 2. Correlation coeff. of bit errors versus distance (FH/TH/OOK, q = 10).
2) There are different groups which correspond to different
code sequences used in the network. Each user can come
from one of these groups.
3) Each packet consists of bits, and takes seconds
to transmit. Each bit is divided into chips (length of
signature pattern), and the number of pulses (weight of
signature pattern) in each bit is .
4) Each node transmits with the same intensity. Without loss
of generality, assume that this intensity is unity.
5) A transmission is received with equal light power by all
other nodes. Since the loss of the optical fiber is very small,
this assumption holds for high-speed local-area network
applications.
6) An idle receiver will capture the first packet addressed
to it. The capture of this packet is successful only if any
other packets are received at least one chip behind the first
packet, and any other transmissions during this reception
are treated as interference.
7) The analysis presented does not account for thermal noise.
Instead, we are primarily concerned with multiple-access
interference due to other simultaneous transmissions.
8) A separate and error-free channel is used for acknowl-
edgment. Since the acknowledgment is very short (a few
bits), we can implement a very powerful forward error-
correcting code to achieve error-free transmission with
minimal additional bandwidth.
9) The timing information needed for synchronization is
perfect.
10) For simplicity of analysis, the network is assumed to
be chip synchronized, namely, the time axis is divided
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into chips, and each packet can only be initiated at chip
boundaries. With this assumption, our results will be
pessimistic [5], [6].
III. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS FOR DISTRIBUTED UNSLOTTED
FIBER-OPTIC FH/TH/OOK CDMA PACKET NETWORKS
In this section, we employ a hybrid scheme FH/TH/OOK1
which combines frequency-hop (FH) CDMA and time-hop
(TH) CDMA. Each packet is encoded by a two-layered en-
coding process. The inner layer encoding, which is the same
as TH/OOK, uses a TH signature pattern (inner signature) to
encode bits. FH signature patterns (outer signature) are used in
the outer layer encoding process. We assume that frequency
slots can be chosen. The optical signal from a transmitter
is hopped from slot to slot by changing the frequency at
certain instants in time called hop epochs. The intervals of time
between two consecutive hop epochs are called hop intervals.
We consider only fixed-rate hopping, so all intervals are of
the same length . Furthermore, we assume that the hop
interval is equal to the bit interval . Besides, we
assume that random frequency-hopping patterns are used. If
a user wants to transmit a packet, then in each hop interval,
he randomly and independently chooses one of the available
frequency slots to transmit.
The tagged packet method is used, namely, we arbitrarily
pick a packet as our target packet, and then we evaluate
the probability that the tagged packet is correctly received
given that other overlapping interferers transmit during the
transmission of the tagged packet. In order to find bit-error
probabilities of the tagged packet, we assume that an interfer-
ing bit arrives at an instant uniformly distributed within the
tagged bit. Therefore, the throughput of the system is given
by
the tagged packet is correctly received
Thus, in the following sections, we will find the probability
that the tagged packet is correctly received.
A. Approximation Method 1 (Poisson Approximation)
In this section, we want to find the conditions under which
the number of errors in a packet can be approximated by a
Poisson distribution. As mentioned in the previous section, the
bit errors of a packet are strongly dependent under TH/OOK
systems. However, the randomizing effect of frequency hop-
ping (FH) will reduce this dependency as (i.e., the number
of frequency slots which corresponds to the processing gain
in the FH scheme) increases.
The correlation coefficient is a measure of the correlation of
two random variables. Define as an error indicator random
variable:
if bit is incorrect
otherwise
where and is the number of bits per
packet. Given , and that the distance between bits
1Some prefer different names, e.g., multiwavelength, multicolor CDMA.
and is , then the correlation coefficient of
and is defined as
(1)
where .
Since the exact solution for the correlation coefficient is
not easy to obtain, simulation results are shown instead.
The Monte Carlo method is used in the simulation where
the simulation time is 1 000 000 packet times. For ,
we plot the correlation coefficient of bit errors versus the
distance between them in Fig. 2 for different with ,
, , . The correlation coefficient decreases
with increasing distance between two bits. The correlation
coefficient increases as increases under the same distance.
In Fig. 3, we plot the same curves with the same parameters,
except that is changed from 10 to 30. As expected, the
correlation coefficient decreases as increases. Furthermore,
the correlation coefficient decreases as the number of groups
(i.e., number of code sequences) increases (Fig. 4). Because
the probability of bit error is dominated by the interference
from the same group, this dominance decreases as the number
of groups increases. Unfortunately, the upper bound for the
correlation coefficient is not easy to obtain. This bound should
be a function of , and .
For comparison, the correlation coefficients of bit errors for
TH/OOK systems are shown in Fig. 5 for different with
, , , , . The correlation
coefficients of TH/OOK systems are much larger than those of
FH/TH/OOK systems. This indicates that the Poisson approxi-
mation cannot be applied to TH/OOK systems. From the above
observation, the correlation coefficients of bit errors between
two bits decreases as increases. Uncorrelatedness does not
imply independence. However, the above fact does indicate
that the Poisson approximation is suitable as increases.
1) Bound for Difference Between Actual Distribution and
Poisson Distribution: The bound for the difference between
the actual distribution and the Poisson distribution is derived
by Chen [7], and is modified to a more usable form by
Arratia et al. [8]. Let be an arbitrary index set, and for
, let be a Bernoulli random variable with
. Let and
. For each , suppose
we have chosen with ; then can be
thought of as a neighborhood of dependence for , such that
is independent or nearly independent of all of the for
.
Define three parameters as follows [8]:
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Fig. 3. Correlation coeff. of bit errors versus distance (FH/TH/OOK, q = 30).
Fig. 4. Correlation coeff. of bit errors versus distance for l = 1; 2; 4 (FH/TH/OOK).
Quoting from [8]: “Loosely, measures the neighborhood
size, measures the expected number of neighbors of a given
occurrence and measures the dependence between an event
and the number of occurrences outside its neighborhood.”
Let be a Poisson random variable with mean .
. The total variation distance
(TVD), which is a measure of the difference between the actual
distribution and the Poisson distribution is given by [8]
where
By choosing a neighborhood of size one, i.e.,
In the asymptotic case, i.e., , following a similar
procedure in [9], the error contribution due to can be ne-
glected. Therefore, the total variation distance can be bounded
by as .
2) Derivation of and : The analysis uses the tagged
packet technique to compute the probability that the tagged
packet is correctly received while other interferers are trans-
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Fig. 5. Correlation coeff. of bit errors versus distance (TH/OOK).
mitting during the transmission of the tagged packet. The error
probability of bit in the tagged packet is , i.e., .
We assume that there are groups of code sequences (i.e.,
signatures) used in the system.
the tagged packet uses signature
the tagged packet uses signature (2)
For simplicity, we assume that a packet is transmitted using
one of signatures with equal probability, i.e., the tagged
packet uses signature . Since each signature has
the same orthogonality property, the tagged
packet uses signature is independent of . Without loss
of generality, we assume that the tagged packet uses signature
pattern 1, i.e., 1. Let be the event that the tagged packet
uses signature pattern 1. Therefore,
Assume that bit is a “0” or “1” bit with probability 1/2. Let
be the event that bit is a “0” bit. Since bit error can occur
only when bit is a “0” bit,
.
Since the offered traffic is Poisson with average rate , the
offered traffic due to interferers arriving during the tagged bit
is also Poisson with average rate , where
is the number of bits per packet. Thus,
(3)
where
For conciseness, we use the following shorthand notation to
represent conditional probabilities. Let
represent the error probability of bit , given other interferers
in the tagged bit , tagged bit is a “0” bit, and the tagged
packet uses signature 1.
An interferer can hit the tagged bit if the bit of the
interferer overlapping the tagged bit has the same frequency as
the tagged bit, and this interfering bit is a “1” bit. We assume
that the frequency is randomly chosen by a bit from one of
frequency slots with probability 1/ . Since the frequency of
a bit and the bit being a “0” or “1” bit are independent, the
probability for an interferer to hit the tagged bit is 1/2 . Let
be the number of interferers that can hit the tagged bit .
Therefore, we obtain
(4)
where and
is the probability mass function of the
binomial distribution with parameters . Since we assume
that interferers can come from one of groups with equal
probability, we have
(5)
where
number of interferers from group
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From the orthogonality property of the signatures, interferers
from different groups can overlap the tagged signature at
only one chip position. However, severe damage occurs when
the interferers come from the same group as the tagged
signature. If these interferers initiate at the first chip position
of the tagged signature, then they will overlap all of the
chip positions of the tagged signature. Let be the event
that an interferer initiates at the first chip position of the
tagged signature. Obviously, . We observe that
because
provides all of the information needed to compute the bit-error
probability.
Let be the event that at least one interferer is from the
first group (i.e., the same group as the tagged packet). The
probability of is given by . Therefore, we
have
(6)
where
is the complement of
Since the threshold of the threshold detector is set to , we
obtain
(7)
(8)
where is the step function of and is the accumulated
interference level at the input of the threshold detector.
Let be the accumulated interference level at the input
of the threshold detector due to the interferers from group ,
where ; then . Therefore, we
have
(9)
where
if
if
Since are independent random variables,
we have
(10)
where denotes the convolution operator.
Because the number of errors in a packet ,
and have the same probability distribution,
we have
(11)
where is an arbitrary bit of a packet.
Now, we can use a Poisson distribution for a random
variable with the same mean to approximate the original
distribution of which is the sum of dependent random
variables. Since no error-correcting codes are employed, the
probability that the tagged packet is correctly received is given
by .
B.Approximation Method 2
In the first approximation method, we assume that the
number of interferers in each bit is the same. Actually, given
the number of interferers for a tagged packet, the number
of interferers in each bit is different. Furthermore, some
interferers may start transmission during the tagged packet,
and some may leave during the tagged packet. In this section,
we will consider the distributions of these starting (or final)
and leaving (or initial) interferers. This concept is based on the
paper of Tarr et al. [10]. From these initial and final interferer
distributions, we can find the expected value of the bit-error
probability for each bit in a packet given the total number of
interferers and the number of initial interferers in the tagged
packet.
First, we divide total interferers transmitting during the
tagged packet into initial interferers and final interferers.
Define
number of initial interferers in
th bit of the tagged packet
number of final interferers in
th bit of the tagged packet
From [10], we obtain
(12)
(13)
with initial condition and
(14)
(15)
with initial condition
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Fig. 6. Throughput versus offered traffic rate for different N ’s.
Fig. 7. Throughput versus offered traffic rate for different q’s.
Given and and are independent, then the
distribution of the total number of interferers in each bit of
the tagged packet is given by
(16)
Therefore, the expected values of bit-error probabilities for
each bit of the tagged packet given and are
(17)
We assume that an interferer is either an initial interferer or a
final interferer with equal probability. Besides, to simplify the
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TABLE I
SIMULATION VERSUS APPROX. METHODS FOR c = 31, d = 3, q =, l = 1
analysis, we incorrectly assume that the bit errors among the
tagged packet are independent. Since no error-correcting codes
are used, the probability that the tagged packet is correctly
received is given by
the tagged packet is correctly received
(18)
where
The above “ ” is due to the Poisson distributions for the
number of initial and final interferers in the tagged packet,
each with mean . We can follow the same technique as in
the previous section to derive , where
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND SUMMARY
In this section, we discuss some numerical results on
the accuracy of these two approximation methods and the
throughput performance of unslotted CDMA networks. Since
the exact solution is not available, simulation is performed
to verify the accuracy of the approximations. Two methods
TABLE II
SIMULATION VERSUS APPROX. METHODS FOR c = 31, d = 3, q = 10, l = 2
are used to measure the accuracy. In the first method, we
measure the total variation distance between approximation
1 (i.e., Poisson approximation) and simulation results on the
distribution of the number of errors in a packet. In the second
method, we measure the differences in throughput between the
simulation results and that due to approximations 1 and 2.
Fig. 6 shows the throughput versus offered traffic rate for
different ’s, with parameters , , , .
For each , the results of approximation 2 are closer to the
simulation results than those of approximation 1. However, the
approximation and the simulation results deviate very little as
increases. Table I shows the total variation distance between
approximation 1 and the simulation. Besides, they also show
the throughputs for the approximations and simulation. The
total variation distance increases as increases, which is
not expected. The reason is not obvious. However, from
Section III-A, we observe that the correlation coefficient of bit
errors increases as increases for the same distance between
2 bits. This may be because the effect of dominates the
effect of on the total variation distance.
As (i.e., the number of signatures) increases, the approx-
imation methods improve (cf. Tables I–III). This is expected.
Since the contribution to the correlation of bit errors stems
mainly from the interference of the same signature group, as
the number of signature groups increases, the error contribu-
tion from the same group decreases. Approximation 2 is better
than approximation 1 in most cases. This is because approxi-
mation 2 considers the distribution of the number of interferers
in each bit. On the other hand, approximation 1 (Poisson
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TABLE III
SIMULATION VERSUS APPROX. METHODS FOR c = 31, d = 3, q = 10, l = 4
TABLE IV
SIMULATION VERSUS POISSON APPROX. FOR c = 31, d = 3, l = 1, N = 127
approximation) assumes that the number of interferers in each
bit is the same.
Unfortunately, the computation for approximation 2 is very
complicated. The CPU time increases exponentially as
Fig. 8. Probability mass functions for q = 10 and 30.
increases. Therefore, approximation 2 is not practical for
large . In our case, for 127, the CPU time on
a SUN SPARC 400 system is about 100 h! However, the
computation for approximation 1 (Poisson approximation) is
very simple and fast (CPU time of 3 min for the same
parameters; the CPU time for the simulation is about 130
h). Furthermore, it does not depend on . As increases,
the difference between the Poisson approximation and the
simulation decreases very quickly, as shown in Fig. 7 and
Table IV for the same parameters as above, except that varies
from 10 to 80. Fig. 8 shows the probability mass functions for
10 and , respectively. As increases, it shows that
the Poisson distribution is a good approximation. From the
above discussion, approximation 2 can be used in systems
with small , and approximation 1 is suitable for systems
with large and large . For example, the standard ATM cell
is 53 octets, i.e., 424 bits. Its performance can be evaluated
using approximation 1.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of unslotted
fiber-optic packet networks. In unslotted systems, the exact so-
lution is very difficult to obtain. Therefore, two approximation
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methods are presented. Furthermore, simulation is performed
to verify the accuracy of the results. The numerical results
show that approximation 2 can be used in systems with small
, and approximation 1 is suitable for systems with large
and large .
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